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Mobile Solutions Launches Axis Creator System to Revolutionize In-
Vehicle Fabrication 

Multiple interlocking guides and friction locking system allow unlimited designs 
 
TEMPE, ARIZ. – October 1, 2015 (MEDIAWIRE) – Mobile Solutions, leading developer and manufacturer 

of innovative tools and accessories for the professional mobile electronics installer, today introduced the 

latest in its series of Smart Frame System™ (SFS) fabrication design kits. The new, patent-pending Axis 

Creator System is the company's most versatile system to date, empowering professional fabricators to 

design panels and fascia that integrate with and complement any vehicle interior.  

 

"The new Axis Creator System is a breakthrough solution for aftermarket fabrication in the mobile 

electronics industry," said Bryan Schmitt, founder and president of Mobile Solutions. "Most template kits 

on the market today—including ours—offer a lot of design flexibility but still limit the fabricator to curves 

and angles envisioned by the manufacturer. The Axis Creator system removes those limits and gives 

fabricators the ability to truly create, whether following the lines of a factory interior or creating 

something unique." 

 

Each guide in the Axis Creator kit is designed, engineered and manufactured at Mobile Solutions' Tempe, 

Ariz., facility. Industrial-grade plastic ensures a solid guide that will not warp or become misshapen with 

repeated use. The internal groove and position markers down the center of each guide allow them to be 

joined and adjusted to any angle, and the innovative friction locking system holds the design securely so 

that it can be moved between the vehicle, work bench and router table without losing shape. The locking 

system consists of sets of coated washers, screws and ergonomic handles, which also serve as holding 

points to safely guide the design around the router bit.  

 

The Axis Creator System is available in three configurations, each including a successive number of guides. 

Kits can be combined to create more possibilities and allow for larger, more intricate designs. 

 

 The entry level CAF Special Package ($199.00), developed in partnership with industry training 

Website CarAudioFabrication.com, consists of eight guides and eight fastener systems.  

 The Essential Package ($349.99), designed for shops that create standard fabrication elements to 

integrate with vehicle interiors, adds 20 pieces to create a variety of corner curve and edge 

designs.  

 And the Professional Package ($649.99), intended for installation centers that specialize in one-

of-a-kind fabrication solutions for discerning clients, features an additional eight fasteners as well 

eight pairs of specialized curved guides.  
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Mobile Solutions will begin shipping kits to presale customers on October 15, and is offering introductory 

pricing through October 9, 2015. For more information, visit mobilesolutions-usa.com.  

 

About Mobile Solutions 
Mobile Solutions USA is an innovation-driven company creating tools and delivering training that enable 
custom automotive electronics, audio and interior installations progress with a level of efficiency not often 
achieved in the aftermarket automotive business. With the patented Smart Templates™ brand of design 
tools and many other innovations, Mobile Solutions USA serves the aftermarket automotive technician, 
fabricator and retail store community through direct sales and distributors around the globe. For more 
information, call (480) 968-2074 or visit mobilesolutions-usa.com. 
 
 
 


